
Editorial

How nice it would have been, if we all could
travel back to 19th July 1969, the day 14
major Commercial Banks were nationalized. The
social milieu, the political priorities, debates
and consequential unfolding of events would all
be visible before our own eyes rather depending
on the narratives emanating from diverse
sources. But there is a fair amount of unanimity
that as we are celebrating 50 years of that
event that shook the economy, Indian Banking
is at a tipping point. There are debates that
whether the Banks burdened with NPA , incurring
significant losses due to provisioning and unable
to sustain growth be recapitalized with state
support or be allowed in a relative way to arrive
on the previous night of 19 the July 1969,
“Reverse nationalization”.

In this backdrop, the celebration of 19th July
in today’s context is essentially a struggle
between these two alternative viewpoints. The
forces that the celebration will release have to
ensure that State is compelled to support the
recapitalisation of the Bank, while correcting
the damage wrought by the misguided policies
pursued by respective ruling government over
the last three decades.

A quick recapitulation will tell us that
nationalization of banks was expected to achieve
alteration in credit deployment pattern from
preemption by big business and speculative private
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trade to in favour of designated priority areas ,
so essential to boost domestic trade and business
and for laying the foundation of a modern resilient
National Economy.We all know that the
developments after nationalization were dramatic
in terms of reaching out to unbanked areas,
bringing millions of countrymen within the banking
net giving them the first taste of pudding of
organized money market and a decisive shift in
credit deployment for targeted sector. So it
was not the failure of Public Sector banks but
other compulsions of national economy necessitating
structural adjustment finance from International
monetary fund and as a collateral conditionality
of such finances   the reform process kick start.

A major change brought by reform process was
in the provision of development finance. Banks
attract deposit post nationalization from millions
of customers who have relatively short savings
frontier and expect the savings to be relatively
liquid. But banks are now asked to go for lumpy
investment with providing huge sums to a single
borrower with longer maturity period which initially
ensure an apparent robust balance sheet growth
but ensure in the long run that the loans become
risky and substantially illiquid.  This is precisely
the beginning of the crisis.

Banks are also impacted by another fall out of
liberalization. Relaxation in capital inflow norms
and encouragement to portfolio investment not
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only contributed to an exponential growth in share
market indexes but also contributed a dramatic
expansion in banks deposit base from  9.6 trillion
in 2000-01 to  107.6 trillion in 2016-17.
Banks could not sit tight with this deposit. They
are also encouraged to foray into term lending
and corporate lending as a part of political
initiative to ward off the likely fall out of global
economic crisis post the collapse of Lehman
Brothers in 2008. Once this tendency of lending
large sums to a single project or business group
began, it did not stop there but was extended to
other areas of corporate lending. In fact, the
failure of these projects to generate the
revenues needed to bear the debt service costs
associated with its high debt to equity ratios,
led to default. Such macro factors have severely
affected the balance sheet of the banks forcing
all of them to post net loss either cyclically or
intermittently during the period and strengthening
thereby the clamor for privatization, a relative
journey back to pre-19th July 1969 days. It is
of interest to note that in these gloomy years
between 2005 to 2017, as per a report by SBI
Research department, the total capital infusion
to PSBs was  1.29 lakh crore while Banks paid
a dividend of  75000 crore and Income tax of
 1.50 lakh crore ensuring that more has

outflowed than the inflow. So much so for the
naysayers opposing the capital infusion into public
sector banks.

What is surprising is that the pol icy
establishment that created the circumstances
that led to NPAs, with liberalization and enforced
reliance on public bank funding for capital
intensive projects, and postponing recognition of
NPAs by CDR scheme, suddenly turned
aggressive. An asset quality review mechanism
was initiated along with tightening of NPA
identification norms followed by introduction of
PCA framework. In addition, banks are forced
to opt for resolution framework under IBC
mechanism resulting in accepting hair cut at an
unprecedented scale.

The preceding discussion gives a synoptic view of

the challenges and the underlying causes of its
emergence and helps us to define the challenges
that face the Indian Banking and possibly a
contour around which the movement may reinvent
itself. The first is immediate resolution of NPA
problem. The second is to restore an environment
in which the profit motive is not privileged over
other development objectives so that the return
traverse of PSBs from being instrument of
development to becoming means of funding the
cronies is halted. Third is rolling back of all
recommendation of Narsimham Committee and
all other committee and Study Group set up to
facilitate the implementation of original
recommendations. The fourth is to restore brick
and mortar banking as the principal means of
financial inclusions and dropping the agenda of
using the private sector in the form of micro
finance institutions, banking correspondents,
payments banks and like. Fourthly, an immediate
halt to al l subversive efforts towards
consolidation and amalgamation with zealous
maintenance of independent identity of public
sector banks with reversal of the process of
amalgamation wherever it took place. And finally
to ensure that the macroeconomic environment
created by neo liberal reforms that forces banking
in the direction that it took after 1991 are
itself restructured failing which the effort to
pull Indian Banking out of crisis and efforts to
strengthen growth, financial stability and inclusion
is unlikely to succeed.

The effort that has been underway for close to
three decades to displace the dominant public
sector banking and the associated infrastructure
financing base of RRBs, Co-operative Banks,
Insurance Sector with private banks and private
financial institutions have failed. That effort
has also had damaging consequences for the major
advances made with respect to financing for
growth, financial stability and financial inclusion
before the initiation of neo liberal economic
reforms. The overwhelming task is to reconstitute
the financial system that prevailed and think of
measures of reform that would improve that
basic structure in keeping with the demand of
the current situation.
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COMMON BOND greets the bank men, senior ex
banker and fondly recollects the architects of
the movement who made the Nationalization
possible, ensures its working and fought many a
battle to keep the structure. It also extends
its gratitude to the millions of countrymen whose
support and faith to public sector banking keeps
it going for all these 50 years. We are confident

that there will be no occasion for public sector
banking to ride on the light express of relativity
for travelling back to pre-19th July 1969 days.
The arrow of the movement is fixes at a futuristic
time when PSBs rediscover its role in inclusive
development of the society rediscovering its
assigned role and reorienting it to challenges of
21st century.

GLIMPSES OF CELEBRATION OF
50 YEARS OF BANK NATIONALISATION
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Assam State Unit
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Bihar State Unit W.B. State Unit

ARTICLES FROM PRINT MEDIA

THE CAUSE AND EFFECT
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Liquidity through OMOs
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Easing securitisation norms
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Bank
ing

Slowdown in growth

Profitability to remain under pressure

Asset quality could slip

Don’t tar with the same brush

Scope for growth

Avoid risky bets
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RECIPE FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE OR
PREPARING FOR GRAND CONSOLIDATION



PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS, FINANCIAL SECTOR  AND BUDGET 2019

Without Comments!
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FRAUDS AT RECORD HIGH
Banking News
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NUMBER OF WILFUL DEFAULTERS HAS SURGED
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